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SMARTSPY is a powerful and free tool to easily protect your digital life. You can run SMARTSPY on your web
browser to scan your e-mails, instant messages and Web sites for malicious code, as well as identify spyware and
other security threats. SMARTSPY offers end-to-end encryption with 128-bit Blowfish cipher, Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) and Twofish algorithms. SMARTSPY protects you from prying eyes such as
hackers, identity thieves and foreign governments. SMARTSPY enables you to: * Detect spyware, adware, and
other forms of malware: SMARTSPY scans through your computer and mobile devices to detect, classify, and
purge all forms of malware. To help reduce false positives, all files that are scanned for potential threats are
tested and run in SMARTSPY's sandbox. * The great value proposition: If SMARTSPY flags any threat,
SMARTSPY provides detailed information and a quick and easy removal. The removal process also removes
dangerous files and registry keys, allowing you to restore your files to their original condition. * Optional
detection of threats: For an additional fee, SMARTSPY can be configured to detect additional threats that aren't
included in the free version, such as RAT (Remote Access Trojan) tools and hacking tools. * View all alerts
generated by SMARTSPY: The Get Alerts tool allows you to review all your data, as well as your security
settings and configuration options, in real-time. * The most advanced antispyware scanning and removal engine
available: SMARTSPY uses 128-bit Blowfish, AES and Twofish algorithms to detect and remove malware. *
Simultaneous scanning of all your devices: You can specify the number of devices to scan and the number of
devices you want to scan simultaneously. * Effective communication: SMARTSPY can detect, classify and
report spyware and malware, and connect to a number of resources to help educate you about and protect against
spyware, malware and other online threats. * Fast scanning: SMARTSPY automatically scans all files as you
work, providing you with an instant, up-to-date view of all threats. SMARTSPY ( is a free, open-source, webbased application that detects and
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KeyMACRO is a portable software that adds macros to your Windows keyboard. With this program you will be
able to create macros that will execute any predefined actions. The actions may include any combination of the
following actions: 1. Double-click on an icon 2. Click on a menu or a button 3. Add a new item to the menu 4.
Press a hotkey 5. Toggle the radio button/switch 6. Find something on the Internet 7. Find an address on the
Internet 8. Search for text in a web page 9. Click an image 10. Send an email 11. Find a file on the Internet 12.
Start a program 13. Activate an application 14. Set the volume on a device 15. Set the system time 16. Add an
attachment 17. Start or stop a service 18. Display a message 19. Create a shortcut 20. Change the look and feel
of your Windows 21. Change the mouse pointer 22. Take a screenshot 23. Change the text color and font 24.
Modify the keyboard's functions 25. Open a directory 26. Go to the next/previous page in a document 27.
Convert a document to another format 28. Remove the keyboard's global shortcuts 29. Display a list of active
applications 30. Find the installation folder of an application 31. Pause the execution of a program 32. Delete a
file 33. Open a document 34. Export/import a document 35. Launch a program 36. Restore a deleted file 37.
Copy/paste a file 38. Clear the clipboard 39. Send a file to another application 40. Save a file 41. Change the
system's sound 42. Delete a folder 43. Show the context menu of a file or a folder 44. Enter an administrator's
password 45. Find the printer 46. Display a list of network printers 47. Print a file 48. Open the registry editor
49. Change the current directory 50. Switch to other folder 51. Restore the system defaults 52. Lock/unlock the
screen 53. Display the system's motherboard 54. Remove/rename/add a drive 55. Run the Windows Update 56.
Show or hide the desktop 57. Create a new user 58. Create a new profile 59. Set the power plan 81e310abbf
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SlimCleaner Plus
SlimCleaner Plus is a comprehensive and reliable software solution that is designed to assist users in removing
junk files, improving PC performance, cleaning Windows registry and identifying potentially unwanted
software. Because the program uses cloud technology, after it analyzes your PC, it provides you with
recommendations based on researches from IT professionals and with advice on how to improve the
performance and the security of your Windows. The application features a responsive and intuitive user
interface. You can easily navigate through options and erase browsing data and addons, identify potentially
unwanted startup items, clean unnecessary junk files and remove traces of activity history. The ‘Dashboard’
panel is the central hub from which you can monitor your system’s overall status and access several utilities that
help you optimize your computer and get all the detailed information you need to make critical PC maintenance
decisions. The ‘Cleaner’ utility is designed to quickly erase unused junk files, obsolete registry items and other
temporary folders that you don’t use anymore. The third feature that the application comes with is the
‘Optimizer’ tool, which is an advanced system tweaking program that lists all the active programs and
background processes and removes the ones you don’t want to start anymore. Another feature that helps you
erase all the unnecessary data from disks is ‘Disk Wiper’ that removes all the data from the selected hard disk,
while protecting it against recovery by overwriting it with bytes of data. This way, you can secure all the
sensitive information from being discovered by making it unreadable. What’s more, you are able to reorganize
data clusters is an efficient way by using the ‘Defragger’ tool. You can improve disk performance by reducing
the amount of fragmentation effortlessly. All things considered, SlimCleaner Plus is an effective solution when it
comes to managing and optimizing your hard disks, getting accurate reports of storage space usage for all your
partitions and removing junk files and temporary folders from your computer. SlimCleaner is a comprehensive
and reliable software solution that is designed to assist users in removing junk files, improving PC performance,
cleaning Windows registry and identifying potentially unwanted software. Because the program uses cloud
technology, after it analyzes your PC, it provides you with recommendations based on researches from IT
professionals and with advice on how to improve the performance and the security of your Windows. The
application features a responsive and intuitive user interface. You can easily navigate through options and erase
browsing data
What's New In?
SlimCleaner Plus is a software solution for Windows and Mac which is designed to manage, optimize and clean
your PC and keep your system safe from malicious software. The application features a responsive and intuitive
user interface, that makes it easy to navigate through various options and erase all traces of browsing data, junk
files and add-ons that you don’t use anymore. It also allows you to quickly erase unwanted temporary files and
empty unwanted folders, prevent malware and viruses from getting into your system, and protect you against
data loss from accidental deletion. SlimCleaner Plus is an essential application that should be in the hands of
every computer user. With it, you can manage and optimize your PC efficiently and safely. The ‘SlimCleaner’
utility is designed to efficiently clean your system by erasing all unused files and folders on your drive. The
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‘Defragger’ tool is an advanced system tweaking application that makes your hard disk work efficiently by
reducing the amount of fragmentation. The ‘Dashboard’ panel is a central hub where you can monitor the overall
performance of your PC and access several tools that help you optimize your computer and protect it from all
malicious software. The ‘Cleaner’ utility is designed to quickly remove junk files, obsolete registry items and
other temporary folders that you don’t use anymore. The ‘Optimizer’ tool is an advanced system tweaking
application that lists all the active programs and background processes and removes the ones you don’t want to
start anymore. Another feature that the application comes with is the ‘Disk Wiper’ tool that securely removes
data from your hard disk by overwriting it with bytes of data. This way, you can protect all the sensitive
information from being discovered. You can organize data clusters by using the ‘Defragger’ tool. The ‘Disk
Cleaner’ utility is a reliable software solution to clean junk files and secure your system against malware,
spyware and viruses. The application is compatible with Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 and Windows
Vista. What's new: - fixed crash on windows 8.1 and 10 when using SMART HDD utilities - fixed cloud access
dialog on Windows 10 - fixed crashes when closing Startup tab of Dashboard - fixed wrong progressbar control
in Cleaner tab on windows 10 - fixed crash on windows 7 when manually deleting files and folders - improved
UI for "Disk Wiper" in "Advanced" menu Description: SlimCleaner Plus is a software solution for Windows and
Mac which is designed to
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon 64 X2 Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Disk: 3
GB available space Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card Video: Video card supporting OpenGL 2.0 A
headset or equivalent device Supported Video Card Models: Please refer to the compatible list above.
Compatible versions: The compatible list above is updated continuously. If you want to check the newest
compatible list,
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